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President’s Message
Darla Armstrong and Jacki Nylen
As co-presidents, we would like to welcome our members to the first of two
MPETA journals issued this year. Although we have reduced the number of
issues, the high quality of the content will
remain the same. Ongoing information
is also regularly being presented in the
MPETA Flashes that come to you online.
The first four months of the school
year have seen us welcome new Board
members, Brian MacMillan, Heather
Lowe, Kirsten Erickson and Serina Klos.
We look forward to working with you in
your various capacities.
A huge thank you goes out to outgoing members Stephanie Karpan, Carol
Peters, Jodi Shactay, Laurel Hannah, Justin Charrier and Brendan Neufeld for all
their contributions to the Board of Directors and initiatives that have benefitted
our entire membership.
We also have to thank Ralph Clark as
he completes his term as the Manitoba
representative on the PHE Canada Board
of Directors. Ralph represented us in a
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very thoughtful and professional manner
and always kept us well informed. Thanks
for all the time you have dedicated to
serving the Manitoba PE/HE community. We welcome Dave Bard as our new
PHE Canada Board rep. We look forward
to his contributions at our meetings.
In the position of Manitoba Healthy
Schools we say good bye to Kaley Pacak
and welcome to Jennifer Wood.
Continuing our theme of thanks—we
extend a huge thank you to Louis Riel
School Division for hosting an exceptional provincial conference “A Better High”,
in October. Over 700 people were able to
enjoy keynote Matt Bellace and over 70
sessions. We all left with new information,
exciting activities to try out in our classes
and new and renewed friendships. Congratulations to co-chairs Grant Mcmanes
and Neil Crockford on an excellent event!
At the conference, MPETA members
were asked to vote to approve the implementation of a name change for MPETA. An overwhelming vote of approval

allowed us to change the name of our
association to Physical and Health Educators of Manitoba (PHE-MB). Constitutional changes must be made before we
can officially use our new name; so for
now, we will still be MPETA. A new logo
will be introduced to go with the new
name, hopefully before or at next year’s
fall conference, which will be hosted by
St. James School Division.
By the time you read this issue, it will
be 2017- Canada’s 150th birthday. MPETA will be involved in some Manitoba
initiatives through Healthy Schools and
MTS, as well as promoting national programs such as the Canada Games Activity
Challenge, the Canada Games flag relay
and the Participaction 150 activity list. We
hope that we can get you the information
you need to celebrate this anniversary
with the students you work with.
Have a Happy New Year and enjoy
celebrating Canada 150!
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MPETA Grants/Funding Chair Report
Brian McMillan (Mick), Phys. Ed Coordinator – Frontier School Division
MPETA members are very busy
throughout the school year celebrating
their students successes and helping them
become the very best that they can be. In
order to help our many representatives’
from across Manitoba do this we offer
assistance through our Grants/Funding
Program.
Each year a good number of Physical
Education Specialists have the opportunity to apply for Professional Development
Funding to attend a variety of conferences around Manitoba and beyond. We
offer a variety of grant opportunities for
funding as listed below:

Professional
Development Funding
MPETA strongly believes that Professional Development is a vital part of being a Physical Educator and MPETA is
committed to providing in-service training of teachers of physical education at
all levels of the school system and disseminating information about current
physical education developments.
The MPETA professional development fund was established through constitutional guidelines. Once this amount
has been expended, no further monies

will be available for PD assistance until
the following December. Activities will
be funded to a maximum of $300.00 in
Canadian funds per year. A maximum of
$100.00 will be funded, if the candidate
was funded over $200.00 in the previous
year. Following one year of reduced funding ($100.00) the applicant will again be
eligible for $300.00.
Applications are taken on a ‘first-come,
first-served’ basis. Applications may be
submitted no later than two weeks prior
to an event.

Intramural Equipment Grant
MPETA is pleased to continue this
grant program to be used for the purchasing of non-traditional Intramural Equipment. Please note that equipment used
for inter-scholastic activities (basketball,
volleyball, hockey…) will not qualify for
the grant. There will be 20 grants of up to
$300 available for the 2016-2017 school
year.

Applicants must:
• Be a full MPETA member
• Complete the Intramural Equipment
Grant Application Form (one grant application per school will be accepted)

Student Leadership
Conference Funding
MPETA is pleased to offer three grants
of $500 to students of the University of
Winnipeg, the University of Manitoba,
and the University of Brandon for the
annual PHE Canada Student Leadership
Conference.

Funding is based on the following
criteria:
1. The applicant must have a current
MPETA student membership ($15).
2. The applicant must supply proof that
they have been accepted to attend the
Student Leadership Conference by
PHE Canada.
3. Successful applicants must submit an
article for the MPETA journal on their
experience at the conference, and/or
on activities and games that they have
learned about at the conference.
4. Successful applicants must make a presentation to the MPETA Board of Directors on their experience at the conference (November or February Board
of Directors meeting)
All applications forms can be found
on the MPETA website and contact either myself or the MPETA office for
more details : www.mpeta.ca/resources/
grants/
I am happy to help the membership
find new sources of funding in order to
help all of us do more for those students
that we work with each and every day!
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
to everyone! Be warm and safe!
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Intra Grant

Intramural
Equipment
Grant

École Robert Browning School
École Robert Browning School was
excited to receive MPETA’s School Intramural Equipment Grant. The $300
grant was used towards purchasing new
Bowling pins. Over the past few years
our wooden pins had become wobbly
and unable to stand up without great
patience. We purchased 5 sets of Bowling pins from Marchant’s School Sport.
This includes 10 pins, score pads and a
set-up sheet for pin placement. The total
cost was $323.46. The additional cost was
covered by our Physical Education equipment budget.
Protect the pin (pin guard) is played
like standard dodgeball, except that each
team has three plastic bowling pins at
the back of their side of the court (usually evenly spaced on the last line before
the wall). Once knocked over, a pin must
stay down. The game ends when all of
a team's when all of a team's pins are
knocked over. In this game, the balls may
be used to hit players, hit pins, or block.
A caught ball brings in a teammate who
had been previously eliminated back into
the game and also eliminates the thrower.
Balls caught after making contact with
the walls, floor, ceiling, or anything aside
from another player have no effect. When
a player is contacted with a ball, they must
sit down where they’ve been hit.
This variation of dodgeball can be
played in combination with other types
of dodgeball, like doctor dodgeball. This
would involve 3 doctors per team, which
act as protectors of an appointed pin.
Nothing happens if a doctor is hit with
a ball. The doctors can leave their pin unprotected to save players who have been
eliminated. If their pin is knocked over,
they lose their doctor powers and join the
game as a regular player. The game ends
when all the pins are knocked down or
all players on one team are eliminated. In
some versions of protect the pin, players
can have multiple (up to 3) lives.
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École St.Norbert
Immersion
By Christian Leclerc

Bingo Bowling
Equipment:
Bowling pins, Bowling balls (Dodgeballs work well), Bingo bowling sheets,
tokens to mark squares on bingo bowling
sheet.

To play:
Each time a person bowls, place
a marker on however many pins get
knocked down. For example… if Jim
knocks down 5 pins on his first try, place
a marker on one of the 5’s. His next turn
he gets a gutter ball (in the gym it would
be a miss far right or left) so you place
a marker on a GUTTER space. Don’t
forget to place a marker on your FREE
SPACE. The first one to get a BINGO
wins!! For Bingo you can choose to get
students to fill the whole card, fill a whole
line, and make an X or other shapes.

The students at ESNI are very
thankful for this year’s new purchases. With the grant money
we were able to purchase a set
of Multicolored Target Nets
($155.15) and a set of 10 FoxTails ($111.60) The equipment
was purchased through SportFactor. Our school P.E. budget
covered the remaining costs of
freight and taxes.
The multicolored nets are
great for assessing students underhand throw and they love
being able to set up different
challenges with their nets. We
also use them for golf chipping
contests as well as team games.
The FoxTail originated as
an Indigenous toy. They have
many uses from simply increasing hand-eye coordination to being the main feature of a team
game. We play Ultimate with our
“FlingSock”. Same rules apply
as regular ultimate however instead of a disc, we use the FoxTail. Progressions are made to
increase difficulty (only catching
the tail and not the body).
A big thanks to MPETA for
continuing to issue this grant
money so that our schools
can increase their variety of
equipment.
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Intra Grant

Samuel Burland School
By Viktor Messejnikov

With the generosity of the MPETA
intramurals grant our school was able to
purchase Cannon Launchers. This is very
unique equipment that can be used for
developing hand-eye coordination skills
and having fun.
The launchers have multiple uses:
• You can stomp on the Cannon Launcher to launch balls into the air.
• You can use them as bases for baseball the runner has to make it all around the
bases before each ball is brought back
to the bases.
• They are a fun and engaging way to
work on catching/batting skills.
• They can be used in relay races.

Games/Activities
By Tim Taggart, Nasco
• Court – Similar to a baseball field, Set
up 3 Cannon Launchers to create a
“home plate” and place the Poly Spot
or any Base where the pitcher’s mound
would be. Increase or decrease the
distance between the Cannon Launchers and the Poly spot depending on
the age/grade level of participants.
Game Play – Separate the class into
two teams. Have one team go into the
outfield and one team lines up as the
Jumping/batting team. Each player on
the Jumping/batting team takes turns
jumping on the Cannon Launcher to
send the foam ball into play. To score a
run the jumper/batter must run to the
Poly spot and back to the launchers to
score one point. They can choose to
stay on the Poly spot and wait for the
next jumper to get them home. The
team in the outfield can get the jumpers/batters out by catching the ball in
the air, or making a force out by getting
the ball to the base before the runner

gets to the base. There is no tagging
and every place must be a force out.
Also, once a runner has left the Poly
spot to go home they cannot turn
back or they are out. This will eliminate the runner changing direction and
potentially running into someone running behind them. Teams change sides
when 3 outs have occurred.
• Cannon 500 – Needs six Cannon Launchers – Any large space will work. Line all
six Cannon Launchers up in a row with
one person behind each one. Each
launcher can launch two balls at a time.
Each ball needs to have a unique number
on it. Examples are 25, 50, 75, 100, etc.
Game Play – There needs to be one
person behind each Cannon Launcher.
This person is responsible for loading
and launching the Cannon Launcher.
Everyone else picks a spot 50-100 feet
away in front of the Cannon Launchers.
When the teacher yells “Launch” the
people behind the Cannon Launchers
jump on them and launch the balls towards the players in the field. The players must collect enough points to reach
“500” Points. Once they have reached
the point value they can replace one of
the Cannon Launchers and the game
continues. Options – Instead of having individuals catching balls you can
create teams of six. When the team has
enough points to hit 500 exactly then
the team replaces the team using the
Cannon Launchers. You can also add
different multiplication symbols to the
balls to teach addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division and so on. You
can also use letters to spell words, or
use words to spell sentences.

Intramural
Grant
Report
Glenlawn
Collegiate

Always looking for new ideas
in the gym and after attending a
session at the MTS Special Areas
Group Conference we decided
to try out Sabakiball. Sabakiball
is fast paced, competitive and
fun to play involving elements of
soccer, rugby, and team handball.
The rules of the game ensure that
the ball keeps moving and that
everyone needs to be involved.
The fact that the game moves
continuously means that heart
rates get elevated and you get the
chance to improve your fitness
as well as catching and throwing
skills. We ordered a Sabaki Ball
P.E. Starter kit (two bakiPins,
two vinyl BakiBoards and 9
BakiBalls) through Sabakiball
International www.sabakiball.
com/equipment. The regular
retail price of the starter kit is
330 USD. We were lucky enough
to find a sale price of 225 USD
which meant that after shipping
we paid 263 USD for the kit. Additional funding for the purchase
came from our school Phys-Ed
budget. With practice games are
getting faster and faster and kids
at Glenlawn Collegiate are enjoying the new challenge. Thanks
to MPETA for providing grants
to allow schools to try out new
games.
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Physical Education Resources to Inspire Inclusion

Every four years billions of people
around the world are inspired by the
Olympic Games. The Olympic theme
fits in well with the physical education
curriculum at any grade level. The games
have served to inspire students, not only
through Olympians dedication to their
sport but also through personal stories
of challenges, perseverance and Olympic
values and ideals. These ideals hold true
for people with disabilities and the Paralympic Games are not any less inspiring.
In fact, Paralympians have sometimes
been described as almost heroic.
As a young boy, Rick Hansen always
had a passion for sports and had a dream
to one day compete in the Olympics. After Rick became paraplegic, he thought his
athletic career was over, but with the encouragement of his coaches and mentor-
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ship he stayed involved in sports such as
wheelchair basketball. After high school,
Rick realized he could still go the Olympics and compete in para sport. Between
1979 and 1984, Rick turned his focus to
track, winning 19 international wheelchair
marathons, the world title four times and
nine gold medals at the 1982 Pan Am
Games. He won a gold and silver medal
at the 1984 Paralympic Summer Games
in Stoke Mandeville, and a gold, silver and
bronze at the 1980 Paralympic Summer
Games in Arnhem, Holland. Following
these impressive accomplishments Rick
went onto embark on his Man in Motion World Tour where Rick wheeled
over 40,000 km around the world on a 26
month journey.
Beyond the spirit of competition,
Rick firmly believes sport has the ability

to bridge divides and inspire youth while
creating healthy and inclusive communities. Today, Rick is proud to support
wheelchair and adapted sport in Canada.
Through mentorship and encouragement,
people of all ages will have the power to
become the best that they can be. “Nowhere in the definition of an athlete does
it say you need to use your legs in order
to be one.” Rick realized that sport and
fitness activity is a powerful way to foster
greater societal inclusion and individual
well-being for persons with and without
disabilities. Physical Education teachers
recognize the importance of physical activity for all students, those with and without disabilities but some students may not
understand the importance of inclusion
for people with disabilities in physical and
fitness activities.

Manitoba Physical Education Teachers’ Association Inc.

Fortunately, Rick Hansen did not end
his legacy with his Olympic achievements
or the Man in Motion World Tour. Since
Rick wheeled around the world, an equivalent of two marathons every day, he realized that his dream sparked dialogues
about making communities more accessible and inclusive. Out of this dream the
Rick Hansen School Program was born.
This program provides educators a comprehensive set of resources designed to
increase disability awareness, accessibility
and inclusion, and to empower young people to make a difference in their school,
community and world. Included in these is
the new secondary school resource, Abilities in Motion toolkit, which includes a
unit for Physical Education teachers.
Research suggests that incorporating
disability awareness into the curriculum
has positive influence on the overall climate of a school.
Abilities in Motion is a fun and highly
effective way for secondary schools to
raise awareness and increase understanding of physical, vision and hearing disabilities. It provides lessons and activities for
students to develop teamwork, leadership,
creative thinking and innovations skills
within the physical education curriculum.
Students create innovative solutions for
specific challenges faced by people with
disabilities, including those related to
physical activity and fitness. The materials
are ready-made curriculum based lessons,
challenges and projects. The resources
include case studies to illustrate how accessibility and inclusivity barriers can be
broken down through innovation. Additional resources, rubrics, handouts and
extension activities are included.
In the Physical Education unit of the
Abilities in Motion toolkit, students learn
• the value of sport and physical fitness
and consider how exercise and sport
lead to increased quality of life.

• how fitness is an essential part of our
daily activities in order to maintain a
physically and mentally healthy lifestyle.
• sport is a powerful way to foster greater inclusion and well-being for persons
with disabilities.
• Games, activities and sports can be
adapted so that people with disabilities
can take part.
• how we can make fitness activities and
resources in our communities accessible, so that everyone is able to stay fit
and healthy.
Students are then challenged to create
a fitness plan for a person or to adapt a
sport or fitness activity for a person with
a disability. Through these activities students are exploring concepts of fitness
making reference to The Canadian Physical Activity Guidelines. Students learn
about activities that balance strength and
cardiovascular training while taking into
account safety guidelines. Not only are
students accessing the curriculum using
a creative and innovative approach, they
are learning about the importance of an
inclusive and accessible society.
Students can submit your fitness plan
or design to the Rick Hansen Foundation
to be in with a chance to win the Rick
Hansen Innovation Award, including
a certificate of recognition and $500 to
support an accessibility improvement for
your school.
The Rick Hansen School Program is a comprehensive set of free resources for K-12 educators
to increase disability awareness, accessibility and
inclusion and empower young people to make a
difference. 99% of teachers and administrators
who responded to a recent survey reported that the
Program has made a positive difference in their
school. Program materials align with provincial
curriculum expectations. Materials are available
online at www.rickhansen.com/schools.

Intramural
Equipment
Grant
Happy
Thought School
Happy Thought School
would like to thank MPETA for their
continued support providing funds
towards our intramural program!
This year we purchased 3 sets of gently used skis, bindings and poles for
$349 to add to our cross country ski
equipment. Extra funds were provided through our PAC, fundraising and
alternative grants. Equipment was
purchased through Olympia Cycle
and Ski on Portage Avenue.

Games/Activities
to Promote Skills:
• Sidestep around a hula hoop, add
forward and backward movement
• Simon Says: fall down, wide
stance, V step, balance on one
foot, touch toes
• Shark Tag: students line up on an
end line with one tagger in the
middle, tagger chants “Sharks to
the left, sharks to the right, sharks
in the middle and we bite, bite,
bite!” Students then advance to
the opposite end line while the
tagger tries to tag them using only
a sidestep (use pool noodles for
tagging to avoid accidents)
• Fetch: throw out balls and have
the students return them to a
designated area. Have them ski
through a hula hoop for an extra
challenge when retrieving a ball.
• Clean Your Backyard: divide the
playing area in half, have the students throw objects into the other
teams’ backyard to make it messy

February 2017
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MPETA Professional Development Fund Article
Graham Bodnar
Thank you to MPETA and the Professional Development Fund for the assistance I received towards attending
the 2016 TUCK (Teaching Unbelievable
Classes to Kids) Workshop. The event
took place on October 20th at Dakota
Community Centre. Throughout the day,
there were numerous sessions available
both inside and outside of the complex.
The options I chose were: Fundamental
Movement Skills to Physical Presenter,
Introduction to Fencing, The “Pulse” of
Education, and Think Outside the Hoop.
One session that I found extremely interesting was The “Pulse” of Education
by JJ Ross. This session allowed us to experience some of the methods currently
available for using heart rate monitors and
synching them up to a computer using
Bluetooth Smart technology. As a result,
every person attending was able to have
their heart rate information displayed in
real time on a big screen throughout an

activity. From the beginning when a resting heart rate is displayed, it allows each
participant to watch their heart rate increase with any movement, but it also tells
them how far away they are from a maximum heart rate and how long they are in
and out of the optimal zone. Although
there would be some costs and preparation associated, I do believe this is something that students would be quite excited
to use as they get a firsthand look at how
every step can affect their hear rate and
health as a whole.
Think Outside the Hoop was another
great session led by Karrie Blackburn.
She demonstrated many different movement patterns that can be performed
with a hula hoop. Perhaps the best part
was that every participant gained newfound confidence in their ability as she
was able to give little tips to help learn
and improve their skills. I found this entire session to be extremely active from

Robo-Tagger
Blue Jay Bridge, Beaumont School

Equipment Description:
We bought the La Trax Teton RC Truck from
Best Buy, added some pool noodles to the top,
and created the ROBO-TAGGER!

Cost of Equipment:
• The cost of the RC Truck was $179 (Best
Buy)
• AA rechargeable batteries for the RC Truck
controller were $26.99 (Best Buy)
• AC to DC Adapter for charging the RC
Truck was $50 (www.greathobbies.com)
• The total cost, after taxes was $283.87
• MPETA covered these costs via the $300 Intramural Grant
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start to finish as our presenter was very
high energy and encouraging. As a result,
teachers were able to experience firsthand how these activities could work in
the gym and what is required space and
equipment wise for effective instruction.
As a conclusion, Karrie performed an unbelievable routine of some of the movements that were taught during the lesson
and many others that she has learned and
practiced over the years. It was quite an
indication that hula hooping has become
quite a bit more than trying to keep the
hoop moving around your waist and is an
activity that students could surely enjoy
and excel at if given the right opportunity
and direction.
Once again, thank you to JJ Ross, Karrie Blackburn, Jacki Nylen, and Fencing Manitoba for leading their sessions
throughout the day, as well as a big thank
you to MPETA for organizing a very useful and enjoyable 2016 TUCK Workshop.

Where Equipment Was
Purchased From:
• Best Buy – RC Truck and
AA Rechargeable batteries
• www.greathobbies.com
– AC to DC adapter for
charging the RC Truck

Description of Activity:
We used the RC Truck (Robo-Tagger) as the tagger in
tagging games such as scooter tag. Every student was on their own scooter
and the Robo-Tagger (controlled by me) chased down and “tagged” students. In order to get back into the game students had to perform certain
exercises such as 30 second planks, skip to the end of the room and back, 1
minute wall sits, etc…
The addition of the Robo-Tagger brought some re-newed excitement
to tried and true games! If you’d like to see more pictures or a short video
of the Robo-Tagger you can find some on my twitter and/or Instagram
pages at @MrBridge204. Thank you MPETA for the grant!
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The Canada Games Activity Challenge will help kids to build fundamental
movement skills and confidence, preparing them for a lifetime of participation in
activity, recreation and sport. The Activity Challenge will also support elementary
teachers in delivering fun, adaptive activities for all types of classrooms. We put
together a large list of engaging activities
in an easy-to-use online application giving teachers, parents and kids the ability
to learn fundamental movement skills and
track their activity progress. Our focus is
to get daily interest around valuable skill
activities while building long term habits.
The Canada Games Activity Challenge
is a simple to use application for your
phone, tablet or desktop. Teachers will receive weekly email notifications preparing
them with daily sessions that include video demonstrations, tips and a timer. Students collect participation points and—
through their profiles—parents, teachers
and kids are able to see their success accumulate. Students, teachers and schools
are rewarded along the way!
The physical literacy activities in the
program are skill and age-appropriate
for students. Teachers and parents have
step-by-step instructions, animations and

videos to show students how to perform
each activity. The activities are also inclusive and adaptive to student populations,
learning environments and equipment
needs. Students can participate in school
(Team sessions), at home (Training sessions) and through Bonus Sessions.
The program is supported by provincial and national physical education, sport
and government partners, Olympian Jenn
Heil and Paralympian Bo Hedges (Ambassadors of the Activity Challenge),
Sport Canada and the Prime Minister
of Canada, the Right Honourable Justin
Trudeau.
The application is made up of these six
areas:
• Activities: Activities help children
practice specific fundamental movement skills that are adaptive for ability,
skill and age. The aim is for students
to complete these activities daily—
each lasting 5 minutes to 20 minutes to
play—and develop healthy habits.
• Sessions: Sessions are made up of activities. There are three types:
• Team Sessions: done in class and led
by the teacher.
• Training Sessions: completed at home;
solo or with family.
• Bonus Sessions: for kids who want to
practice more and earn bonus points.
• Modules: Each module is comprised
of 20 - 30 class Team Sessions to be
completed in 30 days.
There is flexibility in the schedule, but
daily activity participation is encouraged
to build healthy habits.
To achieve “Module completion”, a minimum of 20 sessions must be completed.

There are three modules to be done
consecutively between February and June,
2017.
Every time a session is completed, students will automatically achieve Participation Points and Canada Games virtual
coins.
The Canada Games Activity Challenge
offers interactive rewards to participating
students based on two-way gamification
principles, which keeps kids interested
in developing healthy, habit-forming behaviours. Rewards will involve automated
and tangible prizes, high profile Canada
Games alumni, and participation by other
influential Canadian leaders.
Students will be encouraged to participate individually at home and through
bonus rounds challenging themselves to
accomplish personal bests.
This challenge will be supported by
a web-based application to help track
participation and motivate and support
teachers and students. This program is
truly designed and equipped to unify our
nation’s youth through sport and physical
activity.
As soon as teachers sign up, create
their classroom profiles, the program is
ready to run, and you’ll have access to
a comprehensive database of peer-reviewed physical activities, designed not to
replace physical education, but enhance
or support its delivery.
Registration deadline is January 27th,
2017! Make sure you check out activitychallenge.canadagames.ca for more information!

Canada Games will take Winnipeg and Manitoba by storm July
28th-August 13th, 2017. Tickets are on sale now for all sports
including baseball, canoe/kayak, swimming, tennis, triathlon, and
wrestling! Make time to see the games and cheer on your favorite
athletes as they compete in our hometown!
You can go to 2017canadagames.ca for information on volunteering and how to purchase tickets.
The hottest summer in half a century!
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Florida MANIA Fitness Pro Convention
Marlene Giesbrecht, Hastings School

SCW is an internationally recognized educational organization that provides hands-on certifications and continuing
education courses and conventions to fitness professionals
in multiple disciplines nationwide. Personal trainers, group
exercise instructors, small group training leaders, aquatic
exercise professionals, cycling teachers, mind-body experts,
sport-specific training educators and many more will greatly
benefit from the sessions offered at this incredible conference. More than 250 topics are offered in a large variety of
physical activities, by more than 70 world-renowned presenters.
As a Physical Education Specialist, this is a truly incredible way to become physically literate in the fitness education aspect of Physical Educators. Class formats can be easily adapted to our Physical Education classes. It truly is the
bases for life-long fitness.
From the more than 250 sessions offered, I truly had a difficult time limiting myself to 16 sessions. I would have loved
to do and take in all of the sessions. These are the sessions
that I did participate in during the three day conference:
• Ropes Unleashed: Power Meets Precision – Battle Rope
and Medicine Ball work-out
• Metabolism, Fat, Abs, Butt and Thighs – The latest research in this area
• Go Ballistic! Kettlebells and Medicine Balls - Kettlebells,
Medicine Balls and Free Weights work-out
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• Female Formula: Battle it out! - Battle Rope and Body Weight Exercise circuit work-out
• Crazy Core and So Much More – Using the Physio Ball, Gliders, and
free weights to work the core
• Drishiti Beats: A musical Yoga Journey – Using drumming beats
while working through Vinyasa Yoga
• The One Weight Workout- Kettlebell – Specific Kettlebell technique
used in a circuit format work-out
• The 12 Truths of Fat Loss – Len Kravitz is an amazing researcher, who
always presents the most recent knowledge in Exercise Physiology.
• Supramaximal Eccentric Training – Len Kravitz’ latest research in
the area of eccentric training for professional athletes and recreational athletes.
• Core Connections – How the Physiotherapist looks at the entire
body when training the core. The core is toe to head for the Physiotherapist.
• New Rules for Peak Nutrient Timing – Len Kravitz’ latest research
on this highly debated topic, including the energy phase, anabolic
phase, growth phase and metabolic physiology.
• Ripped – Get ripped with compound exercises and 96 reps!!
• Solutions for Women, Hormones and Metablism – Len Kravitz’ latest research in this area.
• Boxmaster Circuit: Final Round – Fight Club – Using a Boxing Tower with 11 contact points, learn how a boxer trains to react to his or
her opponent.
• Bodhi Suspension System: Chisel Your Physique – Using a 2 rope
system, with the capability of 6 different suspensions, work muscles
in a truly suspended system.
• Trifecta Fitness – Getting a HIIT, Cardio and Strength Work-out in
a choreographed fun work-out using gliders, bands, medicine balls,
and free weights.
I have chosen my favourite work-out from the MANIA Conference,
Ropes Unleashed to explain.
Battle ropes were laid out on the floor, with 4 participants to each
rope. There are 2 sets of partners. One set of partners worked on the
ropes, with one as the coach anchoring the rope, and the other working.
With the other set of partners, one was the motivator and one was doing medicine ball exercises. Partners switched roles, and then switched
equipment throughout the work-out. The instructor would explain both
exercises briefly before each set. Each of the 4 sessions was one minute,
with a 30 second break to get to the next position. The ropes exercises
were a Push up to whip, Grappler Throw with lunge, 3 way whip and
reverse top sit ups. The medicine ball exercises were Overhead Lunges,
Front raise high knees, Thruster Jumps and Boxing Upper Cuts.
The Work-out was preceeded by a warm-up and followed by all 4
people doing strength and conditioning exercise on the rope as a group!!
I believe that these work-outs can be adapted in the Physical Education environment. Some equipment may be necessary, but the format
can vary depending on your particular teaching environment.
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Keeping the End in Mind for All Students
through the Lens of the New PE/HE
Planning Tools
Paul Paquin, PHE Consultant, Manitoba Education and Training

Having completed hir movement preparation circuit, ze sits in anticipation with hir classmates and waits for hir teacher to release them
for this week’s skill work. On signal, ze moves to the nearest activity
space with hir assigned partner who has brought over the equipment
they need. Ze works with hir partner and practices the assigned skills
for a few minutes. They then stop to determine how each can make
adjustments that will allow for more control before repeating the skills
a second time.
Ze and hir partner then join another pair and they engage in a
game that allows them to practice the same skills in a more challenging way. Some modifications have been made in the rules to allow for
hir movement limitations. Following the first game, they all agree on a
few points to note down and share with the teacher about the application of the skills used in the game. Each pair then repeats the game
twice more with other pairs.
At the end of class, ze listens to the teacher who provides some encouraging words and a few tips for improvement. Ze hands the teacher
hir digital tablet which was used to transmit notes to the teacher and
then rolls hirself to the barrier free change room which accommodates
hir transport device. All in all, it has been a fun class. Ze is getting
to know hir partner quite well and hopes to be able to work with hir
again in the future.
In this narrative, the class is viewed from the perspective of a grade 8 student that uses a wheelchair and could
be male, female or transgender. Through the lens of the
PE/HE Planning Tools, the students are working on their
functional use of selected and activity-specific movement
skills in a physical activity taking place in the gym. This
broad area of learning is addressed by the class in a variety
of physical activities and settings throughout the year.
More specifically, students are working to meet the following grade 7-8 achievement objectives: to perform extensions and combinations of movement skills while applying mechanical principles and to apply functional use
of selected movement skills in a variety of physical ac-

tivities. The first achievement objective connects with specific learning outcomes (SLOs) S18A1 and S18A2, which
involve mechanical principles of control. The second
achievement objective could apply to any of the common
game types such as dual, net/wall, invasion or striking/
fielding games.
During the class, the teacher directed the activities,
provided feedback while moving around the class and observed student behaviour and performance. The information collected electronically (or on paper, or orally) allows
for peer formative assessment and an opportunity to adjust teaching and learning targets.
The PE/HE Planning Tools essentially bring the focus
onto the big ideas (Broad Areas of Learning) that Physical and Health Educators want to keep in mind as they
guide their students through movement, fitness and health
specific learning experiences appropriately tailored to their
level of development. While the teacher sets up the learning environment and provides students with direction and
feedback throughout this continuous exploration, it is the
student that embodies each broad area of learning and
works to meet related outcomes.
The PE/HE Planning Tools also group all the SLOs
from each pair of grades (except Kindergarten and grades
11-12) according to a number of Achievement Objectives
that summarize the knowledge, skills and attitudes students are expected to demonstrate in meeting each subcluster of SLOs.
For teachers responsible for delivering health outcomes,
resource planners are also available for identifying learning
resources that can support student achievement according
to the Broad Areas of Learning.
The PE/HE Planning Tools can be viewed online or
downloaded at: www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/cur/physhlth/
planning_tool/ (English) or www.edu.gov.mb.ca/m12/
frpub/ped/epes/planificateurs/ (French).
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Congratulations to the 2015-2016 MPETA Award
winners and their nominees

On October 20th 2016, MPETA presented the following awards
to recognize outstanding contributions in physical education for the
2015-2016 school year. Congratulations to all 2016 MPETA Award Winners!
A special thank you goes out to all nominators, presenters,
and organizers for making the 2016 MPETA Awards a success!

Outdoor Education Award:
Carolyn Lamoureux

Builder Award:
Brian Hatherly

This award is presented to a teacher
that fosters an exemplary outdoor education program.

For outstanding dedication and promotion of physical education for the
Youth of Manitoba.

Awarded to a physical educator for
outstanding innovative and creative programming in the area of physical and
health education.

Patricia Tomczyk and Brian Hatherly

Bev Ilchena and Niki Gagnon

Carolyn Lamoureux and JJ Ross
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Innovator Award: Bev Ilchena
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PHE Canada Andy Anderson Young
Professional Award: Tim Giannotti
The Dr. Andy Anderson Young Professional Award is presented once a year
by Physical and Health Education Canada
(PHE Canada) to one professional per
province that best epitomizes exemplary
work on behalf of the physical and health
education profession.

Regional Recognition Awards
This award is presented to individuals who provided leadership in their region
by hosting workshops or area tournaments, developing outstanding programs,
and contributing to the community.

Norman West Regional Recognition
Award: Michelle Gamblin

Michelle Gamblin and Brian McMillan

Tim Giannotti and Ralph Clark

MPETA Middle Years Award:
Philippe Chabot

MPETA Awards
This most prestigious award honours
physical educators who have shown
outstanding leadership and dedication
to the promotion of physical education
in the province of Manitoba.

South Central Regional Recognition
Award: Dan Rosset

Dan Rosset and Kirk Botterill

Eastman Regional Recognition
Award: Bud Penner

MPETA Early Years Award:
Sue Zajac

Bud Penner and Corinne Thiessen

Philippe Chabot and Brian Hatherly

Geoff Brewster and Sue Zajac

Dick LaPage Scholarship Awards
University of Winnipeg:
Samuel Andrade & Janel Hay

Samuel Andrade, Dr. Nathan Hall
and Janel Hay

University of Manitoba:
Kylee Schettler & Kylie Wiebe-Pantel

Brandon University:
Caylie Plante & Craig Vandepoele

Kylee Schettler and Dr. Sarah
Teezel
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ParticipACTION 150 Play List
The ParticipACTION 150 Play List is a national program designed to encourage all Canadians to sit less and
move more. In celebration of Canada’s 150th birthday,
we’ve created the ultimate list of physical activities that define us as Canadian. Participate by challenging yourself to
complete them all in 2017 and earn chances to win some
amazing prizes, along the way.

The 150 Play List already started and will close on December 2nd,
2017. 150 Play List Community Program or Event registrations will
open on January 16, 2017 and close on December 2, 2017. There is no
cost to sign up to participate and registering is easy! Visit participACTION.com/150 and follow the prompt to sign up, by entering your
email. Or, connect your Facebook account for easy registration.
By going to the ParticipACTION website, you can download resources such as the ParticipACTION School Toolkit! Keep an eye out
for more Canada 150 information from MPETA!

Here is the ParticipACTION 150 Play List. With input from expert stakeholders, it was created from almost
half a million votes cast by Canadians. Each activity on the list includes adaptations and variations,
ensuring that anyone can participate regardless of age, ability or level of experience. Many of the activities
are also symbolically numbered—can you pick them out? No explanation is required for #99 (hockey) but
how about #126 (basketball) representing how many years ago the sport was invented in Canada?

ery

y Cleanup

s

-Pin Bowling

28. Croquet

-Ball

-Square
150. Hiking

Do you have a student like this in your school?
Do you have a student like this in your school?
Example Nominee Characteristics:
The characteristics below are for example purposes only. Nominated students do not
Example Nominee Characteristics:
have to fit these names or descriptions.
The characteristics below are for example purposes only. Nominated students do not
have to fit these names or descriptions.

“The role model”

A student
whomodel”
acts as an exemplary individual by demonstrating positive attitudes in various
“The
role

aspects of their community.
A
who athletic,
acts as an
exemplary
ex.student
Academic,
social,
etc. individual by demonstrating positive attitudes in various
aspects of their community.
A student
who athletic,
has had social,
challenges
ex.
Academic,
etc. in life and continues to be positive and/or give back to their
community.
A
who has
had challenges
in life and
continues
to be positive
and/or
give back to their
ex.student
Challenges
– illness,
injury, disability,
trauma,
re-location,
immigration,
etc.
community.
ex. Gives back to community through - sharing their experience with others, offering support to
ex.
Challenges
– illness,
injury, disability,
trauma, re-location, immigration, etc.
others,
volunteering,
fundraising,
etc.
ex. Gives back to community through - sharing their experience with others, offering support to
others, volunteering, fundraising, etc.

“The mentor”
An oldermentor”
student mentoring a younger student(s).
“The

ex. Teach a skill and/or being a buddy - how to play a game, assistance with reading, cooking
An
older student mentoring
club/nourishment
program. a younger student(s).
ex. Teach a skill and/or being a buddy - how to play a game, assistance with reading, cooking
A student assistingprogram.
with extra-curricular during and after school programs.
club/nourishment
ex. Intramural activities, cooking club, buddy program, etc.
A student assisting with extra-curricular during and after school programs.
ex. Intramural activities, cooking club, buddy program, etc.

“The helper”
A student
assisting with lunch and snack programs.
“The
helper”

ex. School Milk Program, Fruit and Vegetable Program, canteen, cafeteria, lunchroom etc.
A student assisting with lunch and snack programs.
Assisting
and after Program,
school programs.
ex. Schoolwith
Milkextra-curricular
Program, Fruitduring
and Vegetable
canteen, cafeteria, lunchroom etc.
ex. Intramural activities, cooking club, buddy program, etc.
Assisting with extra-curricular during and after school programs.
A
volunteering
help with
school
community
ex.student
Intramural
activities,tocooking
club,
buddy
program,related
etc. events.
ex. Spirit week, family day, BBQ, concert, etc.
A student volunteering to help with school community related events.
A student
assisting
withday,
fundraising
efforts.etc.
ex.
Spirit week,
family
BBQ, concert,
ex. Brainstorming, planning, promotion, execution etc. of fundraising that either promotes or
A
student
assisting
with fundraising
efforts.
monies
raised
will contribute
to healthy
eating or physical activity within the school.
ex. Brainstorming, planning, promotion, execution etc. of fundraising that either promotes or
monies raised will contribute to healthy eating or physical activity within the school.
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Dairy Farmers of Manitoba in partnership with Manitoba Physical Education Teachers
Association is recognizing and encouraging students to develop positive attitudes, healthy living
practices and community involvement for success later in life.
The recognition award recognizes and celebrates students each year in elementary and/or
Jr./Sr. high school who demonstrate positive attitudes and contribute to the health and wellness
of their school community.

Award Criteria:
The nominated student (or group of students*) must contribute to any one or more of the areas
of school health and wellness (healthy eating, active living, and/or positive social environment)
and demonstrate at least 3 positive attitudes listed or other.
1.

The nominating teacher must provide an example of how the nominated student or
group of students contributes to the health and wellness of the school.

2.

The nominating teacher must identify which 3 positive attitudes are demonstrated by
the nominated student or group of students (in any one or more of the areas of school
health and wellness: healthy eating, active living, and/or positive social environment).

Healthy Eating

motivated
considerate
helpful
innovative
ambitious
responsible
enthusiastic
attentive
punctual
trustworthy
 Other: __________
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Active Living












cooperative
ambitious
positive
innovative
enthusiastic
open-minded
punctual
fair play
self-disciplined
trustworthy
Other: __________

Positive Social Environment
 fair
 generous
 cooperative
 thoughtful
 respectful
 patient
 pleasant
 respectful
 sociable
 patient
 Other: __________
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Award Information
Dairy Farmers of Manitoba in partnership with Manitoba Physical Education Teachers’
Association (MPETA) is recognizing and encouraging students to develop positive
attitudes, healthy living practices and community involvement for success later in life.
The recognition award recognizes and celebrates students each year in elementary
and/or Jr./Sr. high school who demonstrate positive attitudes and contribute to the
health and wellness of their school community.
Eligibility:
The nominator must be a teacher, administrator, staff person or volunteer from a
school that has at least one current MPETA member in residence. The nomination must
be endorsed by the person in the school that holds the MPETA membership.
(Not a member? To purchase a membership contact the MPETA office at
mpeta@sportmanitoba.ca)
The nominee must be a current student (or group of students*) attending a Manitoba
elementary, middle or high school.


See Criteria for the WOW Student Recognition Award
(located on the MPETA website)



One nomination per school year for elementary and middle school (applies to
grade 7 and 8 students not on the semester system)



One nomination per semester for Jr./Sr. high school
(First semester: Sept-Feb, Second semester: Feb-June)

Nomination:
Nominate a student (or group of students*) using the on-line nomination form available
on the MPETA website: www.mpeta.ca
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Sharing Dance Day Winnipeg

Sharing Dance is Canada’s National
Ballet School’s flagship community outreach initiative offering free dance programs for all Canadians—to get healthy,
active and artistically engaged. Featuring
multifaceted programming and supported through a collection of free online resources, Sharing Dance includes:
• High-quality dance activities for children and youth—both in and out of
the classroom.
• Health and wellness dance programs
for seniors, focused specifically on
improving quality of life and creating
community.
• Sharing Dance Canada 2017, a nationwide, engagement program culminating in multigenerational community
performances on Sharing Dance Day,
celebrating Canada’s 150th.
“I am pleased that Sharing Dance Canada 2017, from Canada’s National Ballet
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School, has finally been unveiled to Canadians,” said the Honourable Mélanie Joly,
Minister of Canadian Heritage. “Communities all across the country will have
the opportunity to celebrate Canada’s cultural diversity through dance. The 150th
anniversary of Confederation gives us a
chance to think about what it means to
be Canadian. Let’s make the most of the
celebrations to strengthen the bonds of
friendship that bring us together!”
Sharing Dance Canada 2017 kicks off
today and leads up to a series of dance
performances across the country beginning June 2. The program includes:
• A unique choreography reflecting Canadian values of diversity and celebrating peoples’ stories
• Rehearsal videos and toolkits to enable
all Canadians—the young and youngat-heart—to learn the choreography

• Free open rehearsals in communities
across the country
• Community performances at Sharing
Dance Day events beginning June
Schools and communities are encouraged to register at sharingdance.ca to access free rehearsal videos and resources
to learn the choreography and plan their
own grassroots Sharing Dance Day
events across the country. Canadians can
also take part in Signature Official Events
being held in major cities across Canada.
*Winnipeg on June 8 at the University
of Winnipeg RecPlex, 10:15am-12:15pm
– free rehearsals are every Tuesday, 6:307:30pm at Canada’s Royal Winnipeg Ballet School*
Email the MPETA office for information on how a dance instructor can come
to your school to help teach the Sharing
Dance Day choreography!
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Twitter Tag!

Tag @MPETA_news
to see your tweet
featured in the next
journal!

“Spelunking
getting set-up
for the next
weeks #PhysEd
classes.”

“Congratulations
Carolyn Lamoureux
on your @MPETA_
news Award!”

- @MrBridge204

- @RexFB

“Enjoying the
great November
weather for
Howden PE class
today.”

“Another great
interactive PD
session w/Herwig
Baldauf from
@ciraontario
#MTSPDDAY
#mpeta2016”

-@howdenpe

-@PEbyMrE

“CAPL Research
Project with @
RETSDschools
students
collecting
Physical Literacy
data.”

“A nice wake up to
the morning! Selfinflicted pain never
felt so good! “Find
the pain” Stress vs
relax #blocktherapy
#MTSPDDAY @
MPETA_news”

-@thehath

-@PatriciaTomczyk

“@MEShanover
teachers are
having a blast
at #MTSPDDAY!
#hsdlearns”

“Practicing
our overhand
throws. Thanks @
projectphysed for the
video!”

-@JenThomson81

-@pe_crane
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MPETA Board Directory 2016–2017
Executive Committee		
Co-President

Jacki Nylen
jnylen@rrsd.ca

Co-President

Darla Armstrong
darmstrong@sunrisesd.ca

Past President

Ray Agostino
raymond.agostino@lrsd.net

Secretary

Jeremie Labossiere
jlabossiere@pembinatrails.ca

Treasurer

Raena Thompson
raena.thompson@lrsd.net

Board of Directors		
Grants/Funding Chair

Brian McMillian
brian.mbmillian@fsdnet.ca

MTS PD

Kirk Botterill
kbotterill@plpd.mb.ca

Awards Chair

Heather Lowe
heather.lowe@fsdnet.ca

Journal Editor

Krystle Seymour
mpeta@sportmanitoba.ca

PD Chairs

Walter Fehr
walter.fehr@gvsd.ca

PR Chair
Vacant

Health Promoting Schools
Jacki Nylen
jnylen@rrsd.ca
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MAL - French

Student Rep: U of W

Safety Chair

Student Rep: U of W

Liaison Representatives

Student Rep: Brandon U

Jeremie Labossiere
jlabossiere@pembinatrails.ca

Chad Sauerborn
sauerborn-c@webmail.uwinnipeg.ca
Kim Proutt
kimproutt@gmail.com

Darla Armstrong
darmstrong@sunrisesd.ca		

vacant

MB Healthy Living

Regional Representatives

Jennifer Wood
jennifer.woord@gov.mb.ca

Eastman

Manitoba Education

Serena Klos

Paul Paquin
paul.paquin@gov.mb.ca

Interlake

The Manitoba Teachers’ Society
Richard Alarie
aefm@mymts.net

Kristin Erickson
kerickson@isd21.mb.ca

Norman East
Vacant

Movement Skills Committee

Norman West

Chris Spradbrow
cspradbrow@sjsd.net

Dean Rebeck
drebeck@frontiersd.mb.ca

PHE Canada

Dave Bard
dbard@wsd1.org

Parkland

Sport Manitoba

South Central

Kris Albo
kristin.albo@sportmanitoba.ca

Kirk Botterill
kbotterill@plpsd.ca

Brandon University

Westman

Nancy Stanley
stanley@brandonu.ca

Vacant

Barb Hilderbrandt

U of M

Leisha Strachan
leisha.strachan@umanitoba.ca

U of W

Nathan Hall
na.hall@uwinnipeg.ca

Student Rep: U of M

Derek Gagnon
umgagn57@mymanitoba.ca
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